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Introduction 

Linear Diophantine Equations and 
Invariant Theory of Matrices 

Yasuo Teranishi 

In this paper, we shall study the Poincare series of the ring of invari
ants of n X n matrices under the simultaneous adjoint action of GL(n). 
This ring of invariants was studied by Procesi [3] and others. If n=2, 
it is well known that the ring of invariants of two generic matrices X and 
Yis a polynomial ring generated by 5 algebraically independent invariants 

tr(X), tr(X 2), tr(Y), tr(Y2), tr(XY), 

and hence the Poincare series is 

l/(l-s)(l-s 2)(l-t)(l-t 2)(l-st). (See [1]). 

However if n > 3, the ring of invariants is not polynomial ring. The 
Poincare series of the ring of invariants for generic n X n matrices is 
related with the following generating function F(t) of a linear diophantine 
equations defined by 

F(t)= I; h(r)tr, 
r;,;o 

where h(r) is the number of nxn matrices I=((;) e M(n, N) with the 
property: 

General "reciprocity theorems" of the generating function of a linear 
diophantine equations is established by Stanley ([4], [5], [7]). We shall 
give simple proofs of some Stanley's results in [5]. 

By using a combinatorial method, we shall calculate the Poincare 
series of the ring of invariants of two 4 X 4 generic matrices. 

Received October 20, 1985. 
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Notations 

N: the set of non-negative integers. 
Z: the set of integers. 
Q: the set of rational numbers. 
C: the set of complex numbers. 
M(r, n, Z): the set of r X n matrices with Z-coefficients. 
M(n, R): the set of n X n matrices over a ring R. 
For a=(a 1, ···,an) and b=(b 1, • • ·, bn), a<b means that a,<bt, l<i<n. 
For 1=(1,1) e M(n, R), Ill= I:t,J l,r 
For an integer /, J_ = (I, ... , /) e zn. 
For X=(X 1, • • ·, Xn) E en, lxl<l means that lxtl<l, l<i<n. 
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§ 1. Stanley's combinatorial reciprocity theorems 

Let us consider a finite system of linear inhomogeneous diophantine 
equations ( = I.D.E. system) 

Let A=(at 1), A e M(r, n, Z), and h=(h 1, •• ·, b,) e Z'. We denote by 
(A, b) for the I.D.E. system above. 

For an n tuple l=(/ 1, •• ·, ln) e zn, we denote by E(A, b, I) the set 
of all solutions m=(m 1, • •• , mn) e zn, m> I, to the I.D.E. system (A, b). 
For/ =(/1, • • •, In) E zn, let 

Fi(A, b, x)= I: x"', 
mEE(A,b,l) 

Then Fi(A, b, x) is a rational function in n variables x 1, ••• , xn. Let 
a, be the i-th column vector of the matrix A. Let ei, ... , e, be coordinate 
functions on C', and write, for I e Z', 

l=(/1, ... ,/,). 

Let (A, b) be an I.D.E. system. For I= (11, ••• , In) e zn, let Gi(X, e) 
be the rational function in variables e1, • • ·, e,, Xi, ... , xn given by 
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IT (ca'xiY'c-" 
Gi(x,c)=~i ___ _ 

IT (1-ca'xi) 
i 

If l = (0, ... , 0), we write G(x, c) for Gz(x, c). 

Lemma 1.1. Suppose Jx1J<l, · · ·, Jxnl<L Then 

Fi(A,b,x)=( 1 )rf·. ·f Gz(x,c)dc1·· -dcr 
2rr-/=1 c1 · · ·cr 

where the j-th integral from inside is taken over the counterclockwise unit 
circle in the complex cj-plane. 

Proof For m=(m1, • • ·, mn) E zn, consider the integral 

ft fl a ·m· -b 
O • • • O IT c ' 'c dcp1 ' ' ' dcpr, 

Then this integral equals 1 or O according as Am= b or not. Therefore 
we have; 

= f: • • • f: Gi(X, c)dcp1 · • • dcpr 

( 1 ) r f f G ( ) dc1 • • • dcr = -~= ... i~c----. 
2rr-/=1 c1' ' · cr 

Suppose that Jx1J> I, · · ·, lxnl> 1. Then changing the variables 
Cj-+c;-1, 

1( 1 )rf f ( )dc1' • -dc F!_z(A, -b, l/x)=(-1r- -/=1 · · · Gi x, c r 
2rr -1 c1 · · ·cr 

where l=(l, .. ·, 1) E zn, l/x=(l/x 1, · · ·, 1/xn) and the j-th integral is 
taken over the clockwise circle lc1l= 1. Therefore we have the following 

Theorem 1.1. Taking the integrals over the counterclockwise (resp. 
clockwise) unit circles, let Ho(x) (resp. H 00 (x)) be the rational function in 
x 1, • • ·, Xn defined by, in Jx1J<I, · · ·, lxnl<I (resp. Jx1J>I, · · ·, Jxnl>l), 

f f G ( ) dc1 • • • dcr ... iX,c----. 
c1 ... cr 

Then Fz(A, b, x) and F1_i(A, -b, 1/x) are related by 
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F1(A, b, x)=(-l)n-rpH(A, -b, 1/x) 

if and only if Ho(x)=Hoo(x). 

For an I.D.E. system (A, b), we denote by d(A) the number of 
variables appearing in (A, b) minus the rank of A. If 

Fq(A,b,x)=(-l)d<AlF 1(A, -b, 1/x), 

we say that (A, b) has the R-poroperty. 

and 

Lemma 1.2. (A, b) has the R-property if and only if,for any le zn, 

F1(A, b+Al, x)=(-I)d<AlF 1_i(A, -b-Al, I/x). 

Proof It follows from the definition of Fi(A, b, x) that 

Fz(A, b, x)=x 1Fq(A, b-Al, x) 

Then the proof follows immediately. 

For an I.D.E. system, pick an integer k, 1 ~k<n. We consider a 
new I.D.E. system (A', b'), A' e M(r, n, Z), b' e Z', defined as follows: 
b' = (b(k)i, ... ' b(k),), 

Ei(X)= 0= b(k),, 

E;(x) = a2kEi(x)- auElx) = b(k) 2 = a2kb1 - a1kb2, 

We call (A', b') the k-eliminated system of (A, b), and denote by 
(A(k), b(k)) the k-eliminated system (A', b'). 

For an integer i, let Ct (resp. - Ct) denote the counterclockwise 
(resp. clockwise) unit circle in the complex eFplane. We fix e2, •• ·, e, 
(letl=1,2<i<r) and consider G(x,e) as a function in x=(x 1, ···,Xn) 
and e1• The integral 

f G(x, e) de1' 
c, e1 

can be computed by the residue theorem of the complex function theory 

b f G(x, e) dei = Res,,= 0G(x, e)/e1 + I; Res,,=,G(x, e)/e1 
27r c, e1 , 
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where~ is taken over all poles l in ie1i<L 
If, lxl>I, similarly we have: 

b f G(x, e) dei = Res,,="'G(x, e)/e1 + ~ Res,,=,iG(x, e)/e1 27t' -a, e1 i 

where~ is taken over all poles l of G(x, e) in lei!> 1. 

263 

Theorem 1.2. Let (A, b) be an l.D.E. · system. Let Ro(x) and R"'(x) 
be rational function in n variables x de.fined by 

and 

() f f ( ( I de2 ···de 
R"' x = · · · Res,,="'G x, e) e1) r • 

-a. -a, e2 ···e, 

Suppose that the following conditions hold: 
(I) Ro(x)=R.,,(x), 
(2) for any integer k satisfying aa<O, the k-eliminated system 

(A(k), b(k)) has the R-property. 
Then (A, b) has the R-property. 

Proof Let l be a pole of the function G(x, e), lxl < 1. Then l is a 
root of the equation in e1 : 

I-ef"·. -e~•x,.=0, for some k such that a11,<0. 

i.e., l=(ef"· · ·e~·•x,.)-11a" for some fixed choice of the -a 1,.-th root. 
A direct computation shows that the residue of G(x, e) at e1 =l is, 

under the assumption lxi<I, given by 

where G(y, e) denotes the function obtained from by the replacement ai, 
b.-a(k)t, b(k), and Yt=x;;auta,.xi, 1 <i <n. 

To compute F(A, b, x) we can replace e1, 2<j <r, withe-a,. (p. 230, 
[5]) in the following integral 

( b)n-tf · · ·f (Res,,=,G(x, e)/e1) 
27t' - I a. Cr 

Then the integral above is, up to the factor -x;; 11a"/a1,. replaced with 
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F(A(k),b(k),y)=( b)"- 1J ···J G(y,e)dei···der_ 
2,r - 1 Ct Cr €1 • • • er 

On the other hand, if \x\> 1, all poles of G(x, e) are of the form 

Therefore we can apply the same computation. Then our assumptions 
(1), (2), and Theorem 1.1 imply that (A, b) has the R-property. 

We now suppose that the first equation of an I.D.E. system (A, b) 
has the R-property. Then by Proposition 10.3 in [5], 

thus Ro(x)=R~(x). Therefore in this case, we have the following 

Theorem 1.3. Let (A, b) be an l.D.E. system. Suppose that the first 
equation a11x1 + · · · +a 1,.x,.=b 1 of (A, b) has the R-property as an l.D.E. 
system with one equation and, for any k satisfying a1k <O, the k-eliminated 
system (A(k), b(k)) has the R-property. Then (A, b) has the R-property. 

The next proposition gives a simple criterion to have the R-prope1ty. 

Proposition 1.1. Let (A, b) be an l.D.E. system with r equations. 
Suppose the following inequalities hold: 

I<j<r, 

where I:i- a1i (resp. I:i+ a1i) denotes the sum of all (j, i)-entries of A 
satisfying a1i<0 (resp. >0). 

Then, for I e Z", 

Fz(A, b, x)=(- l)<1CA>F1_1(A, b, 1/x). 

Proof We may assume that I =0 by Lemma 1.2. If r = 1, the 
assertion is true by Proposition 10.4 in [5]. We proceed by induction on 
r. For any k, 1 <k~n, it is easy to show that 

Then by Theorem 1.3, (A, b) has the R-property. 

Proposition 1.2. Let (A, b) be an l.D.E. system. Suppose that (A, b) 
has a solution s= (s1, • • ·, s,,) e Q", li-1 <si <Ii and (A, 0) has a positive 
solution. Then 
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Fi(A, b, x)=(- l)'HA>p1_1(A, -b, 1/x), 

Proof. We may assume that / =0 by Lemma 1.2. Then it follows 
from the assumption that (A, b) satisfies the condition in Proposition 1.1. 
Hence (A, b) has the R-property. 

Proposition 1.3 (Proposition 8.3. [5]). Suppose an I.D.E. system 
(A, O) has a solution 

Then, Fi(A, Q, x)=(- I)a<A>F1_i(A, Q, 1/x), 

where l = (0, ... , 0, 1, ... , 1 ) . .____,___, .____,___, 
g n-g 

Proof. By the assumption we have: 

where 1:;' (resp.1:;") denotes the sum of all terms >0 (resp. <0). Hence 
if A:¥=(0), we have: 1:i- ajt<0<1::i+ aw 

Then by Proposition 1.1, (A, 0) has the R-property. If A=(0), it is 
obvious that (A, Q) has the R-property. 

We shall need the following 

Proposition 1.4 (13.3 Corollary [7]). If 1 e E(A, Q, Q), Fo(A, Q, x) 
satisfies the following functional equation: 

Fo(A, Q, 1/x)=(- l)a<AlxFo(A, Q, x). 

§ 2. The ring of invariant of a semisimple group 

Let G be a connected semisimple linear algebraic group, Vi, l < i < !, 
vector spaces over the complex number field C and p,: G-+GL(V) rational 
representations of G. Let C[V] denote the polynomial ring over the 
vector space V:=EB, Vi. 

We denote by C[V]a, d=(di, · · ·, d1) e N 1, the vector space of poly
nomials with degree d1, • • ·, d1 with respect to Vi, · · ·, Vi, This gives an 
N 1-graded structure of Cl V]a 

C[V]= EB C[V]a. 
dENI 

Let R denote the ring of invariants of C[V]. Since C[V]a is a G-invariant 
subspace of C[V], R has the structure of an N 1-graded algebra 
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For d=(d,, .. ·, di) E zi, let us write x<l=xf' .. ·Xf'. The Poincare 
series of R is defined by 

F(R, x)= ~ dim Raxa. 
<lEN 1 

As well known, F(R, x) is a rational function in / variables x= (x,, , · , , Xi) 

and R is a Gorenstein ring by a theorem of Hochster-Roberts [2]. By 
Stanley's theorem [6], this is equivalent to say that F(R, x) satisfies the 
following functional equation 

where d =dim Rand a e zi. 
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G and T a maximal torus 

of K. Let ai, , · ·, ar be roots of K with respect to T and W the Weyl 
group of K. Considering a root as a function on T, let D(g) be the 
function on T defined by 

G(g)=(l-ai(g))· · ,(1-ar(g)). 

Then by Molien-Weyl formula [9], we have 

F(R, x) = _l_ f D(g) dg, 
I WI T IT det (1-x,g) 

i;,l 

where dg is the Haar-measure on T. 
Let us consider a special case. 

Theorem 2.1. Let Pi be the adjoint representation of G and Vi= 
Lie G, I <i <l. Then, if l >2, F(R, x) satisfies the following functional 
equation 

where d=dim V-dim G, a=dim G. 

Proof Let R(x,, · · ·, Xi) be the function defined by 

Then, by ( * ), 

R(l, X 2, • • ·, Xi)=- 1-f dg 
I WI T IT det (1-xig) 

i<!2 
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By Lemma 1.1, I WIR(l, x 2, ···,xi) is the generating function of solutions 
for an I.D.E. system (A, Q). Since G is semisimple, 

1 E E(A, Q, Q). 

Therefore by Proposition 1.4, R(l, x 2, • •• , Xi) satisfies: for some re N, 
R(l, x2, ···,Xi)= (- l)'(x 2 • • • x1)-dima R(I, I/x 2, • • ·, I/xi), and hence 
a=dim G. It follows from the following proposition that d=dim V -
dimG. 

Proposition 2.1. If I~ 2, dim R = dim V - dim G. 

Proof For v e V, Gv denotes the isotropy subgroup of G. Then one 
sees easily that min. dim Gv=O, and we have: 

dim R=dim V-max. dim Gv 

=dim V-dim G+min. dim Gv 

=dim V-dim G. 

Specializing X;, I< i < I, with a variable t, we consider R as an N
graded algebra: 

The Poincare series in one variable t is defined by 

F(R, t)= I; dim Rmtm. 
mEN 

Let J;, ... Jm, m = dim R, be a homogeneous system of parameters of R. 
Since R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, R is a free module over C[J;, · · · ,fml
Let <p1, ••• , <p, be a homogeneous system of generators of this module: 

R= E8 <piC[.fi, · · · Jml-
i 

Then 

F(R, t) IT (1-tdeg f 1) 

It follows from the functional equation of F(R, t) that 

Let us consider the Laurent expansion of F(R, t) at X= I: 
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· a b 
F(R t)=--+---+ .. · 

' (1-t)m (l-t)m-1 ' 

Then the coefficients a, b are given by 

and 

r 
a=----n degfi 

b= r I; (deg/ 1-1)-2 I; deg¥'; 
2 CT degft 

Thus a and b are related by dim G=2b/a. 

§ 3. The Poincare series of two generic n X n matrices 

In this section, we shall study the invariant ring in the following 
situation: 

G=GL(n, C), V1= V2 =M(n, C), V = V1E0~, 
p;=the adjoint representation of GL(n, C), 1 <i<2. 

Let us denote by X;1 (resp. Y;1), 1 <i, j <n, the coordinate functions 
on V1 (resp. V2) with respect to the canonical basis of M(n, C). Let X 
and Y be n X n generic matrices defined by 

The Poincare series of R is, in this case, the formal power series in 
two variables: 

F(s, t)= I; dim Ras'hta•, 
dEN• 

By Molien-Weyl formula, F(s, t) (lsl<l and ltl<l) equals 

_1_ fl • • • f 1 11J d¥'1 • • • dS?n, 
n! o o f(s)f(t) 

where 11= CT i,j (ei-eJ), ei=exp 27!',/=1 S?t, J is the complex conjugate of 
11 and 

The functional equation of F(s, t) is given by 

F(l/s, l/t)=(- l)n+1(st)n 2F(s, t). 
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For a finite sequence A= (Ai, · · ·, An) of nonnegative integers, the 
weight of A is the sum of all terms of A and is denoted by [A[ 

A partition is a sequence A= (A1, • •• , An) of nonnegative integers in 
nonincreasing order A1> ···>An. 

We denote by Yn the set of all partitions with n terms: 

For a partition A, lets. denote the Schur function. For partitions A, µ, l.l 

in Yn, let cfµ denote the nonnegative integer defined by 

Proposition 3.1. 

dim Rd= ~ ~ (c~µ)2, 
1•1 =d1 • 
lµl=do 

Proof Let A be the ring of symmetric polynomials in n independent 
variables with Z-coeflicients. Let ( , ) be a scalar product. defined by 

1 J' J1 (f, g)=- 1 • • • f(e,, · · ·, En)g(e1, · · ·, En)4Jd<p1 · · · d<pn, 
n. o o 

Then the Schur function s, form an orthonormal basis of A with 
respect to this scalar product. By(**) and the Cauchy identity 

1 
~ six1, · · ·, xn)sµ(Yt, · · ·, Yn), 
J.,g 

It follows that 

F(s t)-"(ss ss)j' 1• 1t 1P1 ' - L.J l µ, i µ 
;,µ 

= ~ ~ (c~µ)zsl•ltlPI. 
).,µ 11 

Thus we obtain the desired result. 

Consider the function P(s, t)=O-srF(s, t). Then P(s, t) is a 
rational function holomorphic in {(s, t): [s[<I, [t[<I}. We set F(t)= 
P(l, t). 

Proposition 3.2. Let E(r) be the subset of M(n, C) defined by 

E(r)={/=(/ij) e M(n, N): [l[=r and for all i, I <i <n, ~ li1= ~ l1i}· 
j j 
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Then we have 

F(t)= I: h(r)t', where h(r)=lfE(r). 
r;;,o 

Proof From the definition of F(t), it follows that 

Since 

JI JI ( e )!,; {l, 
0 0 0 n _.i... d<p1 ° 0 -d<pn= 

0 0 ~ ~ 

we obtain the desired result. 

if le E, 

otherwise, 

We set E == U E(r ). Let sym (n) be the symmetric group of n letters. 
Fot q e sym (n), let p, dertote the permutation matrix corresponding to q 

and e, denote the n X n matrix obtained by replacing diagonal entries in 
p. with zeros. For i, 1 <i <n, denote bye; the nxn matrix having 1 in 
(i, i) entry and zeros in the others. 

Lemma 3.1. Any matrix in E can be written as an N-combination of 
e;, l<isn, and e., q E sym(n). 

Proof Let a be a matrix in E. Take some nonnegative integers 
m1, ... , mn such that q + I; m;e; is an integer stochastic matrix. Then 
by Berkoff-Von Neumann theorem, a+ I: m;et can be written as an N
combination of permutation matrices. So we have 

a+ I: m;e;= I: l;e;+ I: l,e., 

for suitable nonnegative integers l;, !,. 
Comparing the diagonal entries iri the expression above, we see that 

m; < l; for all 1 sis n. Hence we have 

This shows that q is written as an N-combination of e;, e,. 

A matrix a in Eis called completely fundamental if whenever ma= 
l!+f, for some positive integer m and Q, f e E, then Q=ra for some 
nonnegative integer r, r <m. Then the set of completely fundamental 
elements of E consists of the following matrices: 
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e, (l<i~n), ea (a e {cyclic permutations}-{e}, e is the unit in sym(n)), 

Proposition 3.3. 
(1) F(l/t)= - t 11"F(t ). 
(2) There is a polynomial R(t) with integer coefficients such that 

F(t)= . R(t) 
(1-tl TT c1-11a1) 

where a runs over all cyclic permutations (a:;t=e) in sym (n). 

Proof. (1) •· follows :froni the functional equation of F(s, t ), a~d 
(2) follows from 3. 7 Theorem [7]. 

Example 1. If n=2, it follows from Proposition 3.3 that R(t)= 1, 
and hence we have· 

F(t)- l 
(l-!) 2(1-1 2) 

In this case, the Poincare series is given by 

F(s, t)= · · · l · . · 
(1-s)(l -s 2)(1- t)(l ..._ t 2)(1-st) 

In fact; the· ring of invarfan~s R is a polynomial ring generated by 5 
algebraically independent invariants tr(X), tr(X 2), tr(Y), tr(Y 2), tr(XY) 
where tr denotes trace of a matrix (See [l], [8D. · ·· · 

Example 2. If n~3, one sees immediately that h(O)~ 1, h(l):::3.and 
h(2) = 6. Hence F( t) is of the form 

F(t)= I +31+61 2 +(higher terms). 

Then by Proposition 3.3, R(t)=l-t 6 and so 

.·· l+t 8 

F(t)= (l-'-t)s(l-12)s(1-1s) 

In this case, tr(X), tr(X 2)~ tr(X 3), tr(Y), tr(Y2), tr(Y 3), tr(XY), 
tr((XY) 2), tr(X 2 Y), tr(XY 2) are a homogeneous system of parameters of 
the ring of invariants R. Denoting by C the subring of R generated by 
these invariants, we have 
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The Poincare series F(s, t) is given by 

where 

F(s, t)= 1 +sat a 
Q(s, t) 

Q(s, t)=(l-s)(l-s 2)(l-s 3)(1-t)(l-t 2)(l -t 3)(1-st) 

X (1-s 2t)(l -st 2)(1-s 2t 2). 

§ 4. The Poincare series of the ring of invariants for ,, = 4 

As an application we shall determine the Poincare series F(s, t) for 
n=4. We shall need the following proposition in [8]. 

Proposition 4.1. Let J;, · · · ,J;7 be the invariants of R defined by 

J;=tr(X), /;=tr(X 2), fa=tr(X 3), 1'=tr(X'), 

.fs=tr(Y), .fs=tr(Y2), J;=tr(Y3), fe=tr(Y'), 

fs=tr(XY), J;0=tr(X 2 Y2), J;1=tr(XY2), 

J;2=tr(X 2 Y), J;3=tr(XP), J;,=tr(X 3 Y), 

J;5=tr(XYXY), J;6=tr(XY 2XY 2), J;7=tr(X 2 YX 2 Y). 

Then these invariantsJ;, · · · ,J;7 are homogeneous system of parameters 
of the ring of invariants R. Let . C denote the subring of R generated by 
these invariants J;, · · · , J;1. 

Theorem 4.1. If n=4, the Poincare series F(s, t) is given by F(s, t) 
=R(s, t)/Q(s, t), where 

Q(s, t)=(l-s)(l-s 2)(l-s 3)(1-s')(l-t)(l-t 2) 

X (l-t 3)(1- t 4){1-st)(l-s 2t 2)2(1-st 2) 

x(l-s 2t)(l-st 3)(l-s 3tXl-s 2t 4)(1-s't 2), 

R(s, t)= 1 +s 2t 8 +2s 8t 8+s 8t'+s't 8+s 8t 6+s 6t 8+2s't 4 

+s 8t 5 +s 5t 8 +s't 5 +s 5t 4 +2s 5t 5+s't 6+s 6t' 

+2sst6+2s6ts+2sata +sate +ssta+2sat7 +2s1ta 

+2s1t1 +s1ts+sst1 +s1ta +sat1 +2ssta +ssta 

+s9ts +sate +sat a +siota +s12t12. 

Proof. Let <p1, ••• , 'Pr be homogeneous generators of R over the 
subring C. Let S(s, t) be the polynomial defined by 
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We shall prove that S(s, t)=R(s, t). 
It follows from the functional equation of F(t) that S(I, t) is a poly

nomial of degree 12 of the form 

S(l, t)= ~ aiti, 0<i<I2. 
i 

For a matrix A, we mean by weight of A the summation of all entries 
of A. Then one can easily obtain; 

(1) all matrices with weight 3 which can not be written as a N
combination of matrices with weight lower than 3 are A" ... , A 8, where 

A,=[! 
0 0 

n A,=[~ 
0 1 

n 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 

A,=[~ 
1 0 

n A,=[! 
1 0 

!l 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

As=tA1, As=tA2, A1=tA3, As=tA4. 

(2) all matrices with weight 4 which can not be written as a N-
combination of matrices with weight lower than 4 are B,, ... , B6, where 

B,=[~ 
I 0 

!l B,=[I 
1 0 

n 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 

B,=[~ 
0 1 

u 0 0 
1 0 
0 0 

B4=tBi, Bs=tB2, Ba=tB3. 

Therefore F(t) is of the form 

F(t)- l 
(1-t)4(1-t2)6 

(I +8t 3+6t 4+higher terms). 

Then, by using the functional equation of F(t ), we obtain: 
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We need the following 

Lemma 4.1 (Proposition 5.1 [8]). R is generated by invariants of the 
form 

tr(xa,ya•xaaya,), tr(xayxapxaY3), tr(Yaxyaxzyaxs), 

O::,;:a, a1, • • ·, a,<3, and tr(XYX 2 Y2X 3 Y3). 

We recall the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for nxn matrices: 

X,<1> • • • X,<n> + -6 -6 -6 llu tr(Xd<'> · · · X,<u,l) 
k u q • 

for suitable qu e Q andj-tuples u=(u 1, • • ·, u;) such that l<u 1<u 2<- · · 
<u1 and u,+ ... +u1=k. Here a ranges over all permutations on {l, 2, 
.. ·, n}. 

Lemma 4.2. 
(1) hi1=0, if i<2, j>4, 

(2) h;J=O,, if i<4, j>7, 

(3) haa<2, h34< 1, ha5<1, h,as 1, 

h .. :::;:2, h,5<1, h,6 < 1, h55:::;:2, 

h15=0, haa< 1; ha5<2. 

Proof This follows from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem and Lemma 
4.1. 

We continue the proof of Theorem 4.1. By (***) and Lemma 4.2, 
we have equalities in Lemma 4.2 (3) and h66 =2, h28= 1. Since h;J=hJt 
and h;1=h 12_i,12_ 1, we obtain S(s, t)=R(s, t). 
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